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What is SPaG?

• Spelling, punctuation and grammar

• In 2013, the government introduced statutory tests of spelling, 
punctuation and grammar for all KS2 (Year 6) pupils.

• Since the 2014 National Curriculum came in to force, and subsequent 
testing on this curriculum has taken place, the SPaG test was updated 
and became more challenging.

• ‘The government wants all children to leave primary school with a sound 
grasp of essential English skills.’

• Now, primary aged children are taught specific skills in spelling, 
punctuation and grammar and are tested on them at the end of Year 2 
and Year 6.



Grammar vs Punctuation – what’s the difference?

• Grammar is the way we put words together in sentences and 

paragraphs to form meaning.

• It’s the fundamental structure of language and the rules of which 

words should go where and why.

• Punctuation refers to all the little symbols we use to enhance 

sentences and add clarity.

• These symbols can indicate pauses between ideas, the 

relationships between words and even the emotion that sentences 

convey.



Is spelling part of grammar?

• Grammar applies to language when it is written or spoken.

• Spelling only applies to language when it is written.

• A word could be spelt correctly but still be grammatically wrong, 

depending of the context of the sentence it’s within.



What does the SPaG test include?

• Spelling – correctly spelling new vocabulary that is introduced

• Punctuation – identifying and writing sentences that are punctuated 

correctly

• Sentence grammar – identifying and writing sentences that are 

grammatically correct

• Vocabulary – identifying and writing sentences in which a word is 

used in the correct manner



What does the SPaG test include?

• A spelling test featuring 20 words, placed within the context of a 

sentence.

• A separate written test, which covers areas of the relevant key 

stage National Curriculum.























Why is SPaG important?

• “I’m hungry let’s eat Granny.”

• “I’m hungry: let’s eat Granny.”

• “I’m hungry: let’s eat, Granny.”



The importance of teaching grammar from an 
early age

• It can change the meaning of sentences (as we have seen!).

• A good understanding of grammar will improve children’s reading 
and writing skills.

• It allows children to be able to be more creative with their writing.

• Grammar skills will benefit children in the future when they come 
to apply for jobs or university.

• Children will be assessed on SPaG skills in secondary school and 
beyond, so the importance of teaching grammar early on shouldn’t 
be understated.



How does SPaG teaching look at Farnsfield St 
Michael’s?

• Progressive from year group to year group – beginning at 

Foundation.

• Discrete spelling lessons and tests each week.

• Punctuation and grammar teaching embedded into English 

teaching within contexts – not discrete lessons.

• Weekly Guided Reading carousel includes a ‘Slow Write’ task, 

which involves the children using SPaG skills taught, in a context.








